Welcome to Year 6

A Typical Day


8:45 am Doors open



9 am Registration



9 – 9:15 am SODA (Morning Challenge)



9:15 am – 10:30 am Mathematics



10:30 – 10:45 am Break



10:45 – 10:50 am Handwriting/Spelling



10:50 – 11:00 Reading am



11:00 – 12:15 pm English



12:15 – 1 pm Lunch



1pm – 1:30 pm Reading Plus



1:30 – 3:10 pm Curriculum Lessons



3:10 – 3:15 pm Collection from school

What will my child learn in English
and Mathematics?
English

Mathematics

A few examples of the things covered are:

A few examples of the things covered are:



How to write stories and nonchronological reports



Written method for the four main
operations



Punctuation e.g. Full stops, commas,
apostrophes, question marks,
exclamation marks, colons, semi-colons,
hyphens and dashes



Multiplication x12



Adding, subtracting, multiplying and
dividing fractions

Word classes e.g. nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, fronted adverbials,
modal verbs and passive/active
sentences



Converting Measures



Statistics



Ratio

Reading comprehension



TT Rockstar Competitions



Maths Wall Challenges





Explore, Dream, Discover
Through Some Of Our Topics


Ancient Mayans



WW1 & WW2



Endangered Earth



Ilearn2 Computing Programming



Electricity and Animals, including humans

Explore, Dream, Discover
Through Some Of Our Class Novels


Skellig – Who is the mystery lodger?



Holes – Will they ever escape?



War Horse – Where is Joey?



Armistice Runner – Will she win for family pride?

Explore, Dream, Discover
Through Some Of Our Trips

PE, Homework, Spellings and
Reading


PE takes place on Tuesdays PM and Fridays AM



Homework is given out on Friday and due in on the
following Thursday



Times Tables are tested throughout the week and 1000
TT Rockstar Coins are required by Thursday



Spellings are given out on Friday and are tested on the
following Friday



Reading books are changed weekly and parental
comments in Reading Records count towards our
Reading Passports. It is vital that comments are made in
the Reading Records.

Rules and Expectations
Village Primary School Rules


Be kind



Be resilient



Be generous



Be accepting



Be supportive



Be calm



Be inclusive



Be brave



Be helpful



Be respectful

Be the BEST you can be!

How will my child’s progress be
assessed?
The children’s work will be assessed using a range of methods:


Teacher judgement based on what the child produces
in class on a daily basis



Tests taken each term



Reading Age Tests taken termly



SATS taken towards the end of Year 6

How can I support my child’s
learning?


Read daily



Help your child to learn their
spellings every week



Test your child on their tables and
ensure they use TT Rockstars



Support your child with their
homework



Encourage your child to try their
best



Help your child access Online
Resources e.g. Reading Plus, TT
Rockstars, Seesaw and download
Marvellous Me for updates

Online Resources
Logins can be found in the children’s Reading Records on
Stickers


Seesaw



TT Rockstars



Reading Plus



Espresso



ILearn2



Mr Davies here, I love
football and sport in
general. Big Leeds United
Fan. I really enjoy making
the most of outdoors and
linked exercise and
learning. I believe that
making lessons interesting,
fun and engaging are the
best way for you to learn
and progress. I’m looking
forward to the next group of
Year 6. Hard work and
good attitude is the way to
do it!



Hi Year 6, it's Mrs Nixon. You all
know me really well since I had
the pleasure of teaching you all
in Year 4. Lucky you getting me
twice! I love being outside and
especially enjoy spending the
day at the beach. I love to
read and find that reading at
night really relaxes me. I am
really excited about sharing
some fantastic books with you
and looking forward to
watching you all thrive in Year
6. I know you are more than
ready for the challenge.



Hi everyone, Miss Williams
here! I am so excited to
be joining you all in Year 6!
I love reading in bed and
going out for tea!
Spending time with my
family is my favourite thing
to do! I can’t wait to get
started in Year 6!

